
At first glance Jungjin Lee’s work from the ‘Wind Series’ ap-
pears to be about place. It contains horizon lines, recognizable
vegetation, remnants of architecture and evidence of weather.
Upon further investigation however it becomes clear that the
work is not about place but about space. A space that on one
hand was directly in front of the lens but on the other, a space
more like the space after exhalation but before inhalation,
space born of awareness rather than thinking.

Born and presently living in Korea, Jungjin Lee lived
in New York from 1988 until 1996 earning a master’s degree
from New York University and working as an assistant to pho-
tographer and filmmaker Robert Frank. Like Frank she sees the
United States through the eyes of a émigré, free of the blinders
of what a new experience should look like.

She writes about this work, “The images in the ‘Wind
Series’ represent my introspective states and thoughts… The
wind and the movement in time and space are excellent com-
munication mediums that create a harmonized space with my
perspective on life and dreams.”

The art object is huge and tactile, the image is real,
time is elastic and dreams are experienced without a trace of
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sentimentality. The evidence of breath is rhythmic and internal.
Suggestions of the wind range from a cool breeze bringing
relief on a hot desert day to a portentous wind that animals
feel before it is hurled from its source.

In the catalog essay from ‘Jungjin Lee 99-01 On
Road/Ocean’, she describes “giving up the photographer’s
privilege over the photographed object.” She further distances
herself from the photographic imperative by printing her
images very large on hand-coated mulberry paper. Instead
of floating perceptively above the surface of the paper as in
a traditional photographic print, the image appears to be in
the fibers of the textured paper, inky looking and handmade,
loyal to another tradition, one both physical and meditative.

As Youngjune Lee says in “When Things are Dream-
ing, Jungjin Lee, Beyond Photography’” Jungjin Lee’s photo-
graphs are like litmus paper testing how free we can be.
Jungjin Lee is less interested in our functional impulse to turn
the world into something understandable and concrete but
rather, her interest lies in the degree of freedom possible,
freedom in her experience making these images and in our
experience viewing them. – Nancy Sutor, Santa Fe 2008

Jungjin Lee was a resident at the Santa Fe Art Institute
during Spring 2007, when she photographed many of
the Wind Series images.
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